Abstract-Heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNets) are to be deployed for future wireless communication to meet the ever-increasing mobile traffic demand. However, the dense and random deployment of small cells and their uncoordinated operation raise important concerns about energy efficiency. Base station (BS) cooperation is set to play a key role in managing interference in the HetNets. In this paper, we consider BS cooperation in the downlink HetNets where BSs from different tiers within the respective cooperative clusters jointly transmit the same data to a typical user, and further optimize the energy efficiency performance. First, based on the proposed clustering model, we derive the spatial average rate using tools from stochastic geometry. Furthermore, we formulate a power minimization problem with a minimum spatial average rate constraint and derive an approximate result of the optimal received signal strength (RSS) thresholds. Building upon these results, we effectively address the problem of how to design appropriate RSS thresholds, taking into account the trade-off between spatial average rate and energy efficiency. Simulations show that our proposed clustering model is more energy-saving than the geometric clustering model, and under our proposed clustering model, deploying a two-tier HetNet is significantly more energy-saving compared to a macro-only network.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been reported that information and communication technology (ICT) already contributes around 2% of the global carbon dioxide emission and this is expected to increase rapidly in the future [1] . In addition to the environmental impact, the ICT infrastructure is responsible for about 10% of the world's electric energy consumption, to which the wireless telecommunication industry is the major contributor. Therefore, an energy-efficient cellular network operation is needed more than ever before to reduce both the operational costs and carbon footprint of this industry. Recently, designing green cellular networks has received great attention amongst network operators, regulatory bodies such as 3GPP and ITU and green communications research projects such as EARTH and GreenTouch [2] - [5] .
Generally, macro base stations (BSs) are not designed for providing high data rates but large coverage ranges. Therefore, due to the explosive growth of mobile data traffic, an * The authors are with the National Mobile Communications Research Laboratory, Southeast University, Nanjing 210093, China (e-mail: {nieweili, fzheng, wangxiaoming, jinshi}@seu.edu.cn). increasing portion of the mobile data and voice traffic is expected to be offloaded from the macrocell network onto other low power and low cost small cell networks [6] , resulting in heterogeneous cellular networks (HetNets) [7] . HetNets comprise a conventional cellular network overlaid with a diverse set of lower-power BSs or access points (APs), such as picocells [8] , femtocells [9] , WiFi APs [10] and perhaps relays [11] . Heterogeneity is expected to be a key feature of future cellular networks, and an essential means for providing higher end-user throughput as well as expanding its indoor and cell edge coverage. Nevertheless, deployment of a large number of small cells overlaying the macrocells is not without new technical challenges [12] .
BS cooperation, described varyingly as coordinated multipoint (CoMP) [13] , network multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [14] or more recently, as a cloud radio access network (C-RAN) [15] serves as one of effective techniques to manage inter-cell interference and improve spectral efficiency. Specifically, cooperation schemes may range from coordinated scheduling and beamforming (CS/CB) [16] , [17] to full joint signal processing [18] , depending on the employed backhaul architecture, tolerable mobility and complexity, and other constraints. Despite falling short of their initial hype [19] , BS cooperation transmission is nonetheless beneficial and could require a redefinition of the different nodes in the HetNets [20] . This requires new tools for performance prediction and analysis.
A. Related Work and Motivations
Recently, a new general model for wireless node distribution based on stochastic geometry has been proposed [21] - [23] and the authors have shown to be a tractable and reasonably accurate solution for analyzing important metrics such as signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) coverage and spatial average rate.
Based on the stochastic geometry framework, a number of works have discussed BS cooperation techniques. [24] investigated outage probability of BS cooperation by largedeviation theory. The BSs are clustered using a regular lattice, whereby BSs in the same cluster mitigate mutual interference by zero-forcing beamforming. [25] analyzed intra-cluster interference coordination for randomly deployed BSs, considering a random clustering process where cluster stations are located according to a random point process and groups of BSs associated with the same cluster coordinate. A model for pair-wise BS cooperation in the downlink with irregular BS deployment was treated in [26] . Coherent joint-transmission with power-splitting with and without additional dirty paper coding was considered. [27] presented a general model for analyzing non-coherent joint-transmission BS cooperation, and characterized SINR distribution under user-centric clustering and channel dependent scheduling. [28] studied the ergodic capacity of a multicell distributed antenna system (DAS), where remote antenna units are spread within each cell to cooperatively transmit to user terminals. [29] extended the work in [27] towards the multi-tier HetNets and derived coverage probability.
However, little work has analyzed or optimized energy savings of BS cooperation in the HetNets (especially under different path loss exponents). In this work, we model the location of BSs, both the macrocells and small cells, as independent Poisson point processes (PPPs) with different intensities. Based on the stochastic geometry framework, we aim at deriving a tractable result for spatial average rate. From the perspective of energy efficiency, we mainly focus on two issues: the optimal RSS thresholds of different tiers and the performance gains of our proposed clustering model in the HetNets.
B. Contributions and Organizations
A modified user-centric clustering model: We propose a modified user-centric clustering model, based on tier-specific received signal strength (RSS) thresholds. The main difference between our proposed clustering model and the geometric clustering model in [27] and [29] is that we consider the impact of fading coefficient on RSS thresholds, and thus the cooperative region of each tier is a randomly shaped region. Compared to the geometric clustering model, where the cooperative region of each tier is a deterministic twodimensional ball, it is shown that our proposed clustering model is more energy-saving. More importantly, we assume different path loss exponents for different tiers, a fact which has not been considered in most literature.
Characterization of spatial average rate: We analytically calculate the spatial average rate for a typical user located at the center of a cooperative cluster in a K-tier HetNet. Based on the stochastic geometry framework, the expression is reasonably tractable and enjoys a high degree of generality. In addition, energy efficiency can be obtained from dividing the spatial average rate by the average intra-cluster power consumption. Building upon these results, we effectively address the problem of how to design appropriate RSS thresholds, taking into account the trade-off between spatial average rate and energy efficiency.
Optimal RSS thresholds of tiers: we formulate a power minimization problem under a minimum spatial average rate constraint and derive an approximated result. Simulation results demonstrate the tightness of the approximation. Moreover, the approximate result has a closed form in a few special cases. The optimal RSS thresholds are influenced by multiple system parameters, such as deployment density, average power consumption per BS, backhaul power overhead and path loss exponents. Based on the approximate results, simulations show that the extra deployment of small cells is considerably more energy-saving compared to traditional macro-only networks. Fig. 1 . Illustration of a 3-tier HetNet utilizing a mix of macro, micro and pico BSs. The considered user is located in the center of each cluster, where the innermost circle denotes pico tier cooperative region, the middle circle denotes micro tier cooperative region and the outermost circle denotes macro tier cooperative region.
In the remainder of this paper, Section II presents the system model. The spatial average rate expression is derived in Section III. In Section IV, we turn to optimizing the RSS thresholds for the power minimization problem. Numerical results and discussions are provided in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider a HetNet composed by K independent network tiers. For notational ease, we denote K = {1, 2, · · · , K}. BSs across tiers differ in terms of deployment density λ k , transmit power p k , and path loss exponent α k (α k > 2). The BS locations of each tier are assumed to be samples from an independent homogeneous PPP {Φ k }. Users are randomly distributed as a homogeneous PPP Φ U with intensity λ U . BSs and users are equipped with a single antenna. A case of a 3-tier HetNet utilizing a mix of macro, micro and pico BSs is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where each user can be served by BS cooperation from different tiers.
A. Cooperation Strategy
Without loss of generality, we focus on the downlink analysis at a typical user located at the origin o ∈ R 2 . For this, we assume that a subset of the total ensemble of BSs cooperate by jointly transmitting the same data to this tagged receiver. This kind of BS cooperation strategy is feasible in the lightlyloaded scenario, i.e. λ U < k∈K λ k . As we know, network densification, driven by the rise of HetNets, brings about an interesting and novel phenomenon: each user competes only with a relatively small number of other users for a BS's service and it may even have one or more BSs to solely serve itself [20] , [31] . In such a sense, the "lightly loaded scenario" assumption will be very relevant in future HetNets.
Denote by C ⊂ ∪ K k=1 Φ k the set of the cooperative BSs for the typical user. Consequently, the link from the cooperative BSs to the typical user is a multiple-input singleoutput (MISO) channel. Assuming soft combining and treating interference as noise, the SINR at the typical user is given by
where ν (x) returns the index of network tier to which the BS located at x ∈ R 2 belongs, i.e. ν (x) = k iff x ∈ Φ k , p ν(x) is the transmit power of the BS located at x, Ψ x denotes the random fading coefficient (including shadow fading and fast fading) from the BS located at x to the typical user,C ∆ = ∪ K k=1 Φ k \C denotes the BSs that are not in the cooperative set, and σ 2 is the white noise power.
B. User-centric Clustering Model
The clustering method adopted in this work is user-centric, in which the user chooses its surrounding BSs dynamically to form its serving subset. Considering the typical user located at the origin, we group BSs with sufficiently high RSS to the typical user into a cooperative cluster. Namely, the i th BS from the k th tier located at x k,i belongs to the cooperative cluster of the typical user only if
T k is the k th tier RSS threshold. In the following, we will substitute Ψ x k,i by Ψ k,i for simplicity. We assume that the fading coefficients {Ψ k,i } are i.i.d. random variables with the same distribution as
Thus, the set of cooperative BSs from the k th tier is
Note that C = k∈K C k and the threshold T k serves as a tier-specific and tunable design parameter for optimizing the system performance.
Due to the existence of fading in the clustering model, the k th tier cooperative region turns out to be a randomly shaped region and the mean cooperative radius of the k th tier is given by
C. Intra-cluster Power Consumption
In order to characterize intra-cluster power consumption, we use the linear approximation of the BS power model given by [35] . Hence, the average power consumption of a BS in the k th tier is given by,
where P k0 and ∆ k denote the static power expenditure and the slope of load-dependent power consumption of a BS in the k th tier, respectively. Before calculating the average intra-cluster power consumption, we need to derive the average number of BSs within the k th tier cooperative set C k , which is obtained from the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let N k be the number of BSs within the k th tier cooperative set C k . Then, its mean value is given by
Note that the cooperative BSs within a cluster have to share data for transmission, so the intra-cluster power consumption should also take backhaul overhead into account. Here we denote by P bh the backhaul power consumption per BS, and then the average intra-cluster power consumption is calculated as follows,
III. SPATIAL AVERAGE RATE
In this section, we derive the spatial average rate expression in the K-tier HetNet. We assume that appropriate adaptive modulation/coding is used, and thus the spatial average rate of a typical user (in nats/s/Hz) is
Note that the expectation is both spatial and temporal averaging since the SINR of the typical user incorporates the impact of the point processes and the fading coefficients. By substituting (2) into (1), the SINR at the typical user under the proposed user-centric clustering model can be obtained, and (6) can be accordingly written as
whereC k ∆ = Φ k \C k denotes the subset of non-cooperative BSs in the k th tier. The expectation is taken over both the PPP of {Φ k } and fading coefficients {Ψ k }. To guarantee quality of service, we assume that the user scheduling is conducted so that the cooperative regions of the communicating users do not overlap.
Note that in (7), we have implicitly assumed an open-access network where a user is allowed to connect to any BS in the HetNet without restriction. Other possible strategies are closed or hybrid access in which a user is allowed to connect to a subset B ⊆ K of the tiers [32] . The SINR expression for closed or hybrid access could be obtained with a similar approach to that for (7) , and the following analytical results for open access should also be modified accordingly.
In order to evaluate (7), for completeness, we first replicate a useful lemma as follows,
The above lemma can be used to facilitate the inclusion of fading coefficient in (7), by interpreting the fading effect as a random displacement of the original BS locations.
The general result of the spatial average rate is derived as follows, consisting of thermal noise as well as per-tier BS density λ k , transmit power p k , path loss exponent α k , RSS threshold T k and random fading coefficient Ψ k with an arbitrary distribution. Theorem 1. The spatial average rate of a typical user in a K-tier HetNet with non-coherent joint-transmission is given by
where Γ (·) denotes the gamma function and
Proof: Introduce two auxiliary variables J S and J I , which denote the received signal power from the cooperative BSs and the aggregate interference created by non-cooperative BSs, respectively, i.e.,
By applying Lemma 2, J S and J I can be equivalently expressed as,
where (7) can be rewritten as
By applying [34, Lemma 1], we can rewrite (12) as
where (a) follows from a change of variable z = t J I + σ 2 . Since J S and J I are mutually independent due to D ∩D = ∅, by applying the Fubini's theorem, we have
where L J S (t) and L J I (t) are the Laplace transforms of random variables J S and J I , respectively. Using the definition of the Laplace transform yields,
where (a) follows from the independence property of different fading channels and BS point processes among tiers, (b) follows from the probability generating functional (PGFL) of PPP, and (c) follows from a change of variable u = (tp k ) −2/α k r 2 and the definition
We can calculate the above integral by making a change of
where γ (s, z) = z 0 t s−1 e −t dt is the lower incomplete gamma function, and (a) follows from integration by parts. Combining (15) with (17) completes the calculation of
where
Finally, by substituting the expressions of L J S (t) and L J I (t) into (14), we obtain the desired result in (8).
Although not a closed form, this expression is amenable to efficient numerical evaluation, as opposed to the usual Monte Carlo methods that rely on repeated random sampling to estimate the results. (8) increases with T k , τ is a strictly monotonically decreasing function of {T k }. However, the RSS thresholds {T k } cannot be arbitrarily small due to the fact that the power consumption will be unrealistically large. Thus, there exists a tradeoff between spatial average rate and energy saving.
IV. POWER MINIMIZATION PROBLEM
Based on the analytical result of spatial average rate in (8) , in this section, we want to determine the optimal RSS thresholds in the HetNet, which minimize the average intracluster power consumption in (5) while satisfying the minimum spatial average rate requirement. Since the BS density is typically quite high in HetNets, we ignore the noise and focus on the interference-limited regime. Hence, by combining (5) with (8), we formulate the problem as follows,
where τ 0 denotes the minimum spatial average rate requirement. Note that problem (19) is an optimization problem with K variables and a complicated inequality constraint. According to [37] , for a minimization problem min
As a result, in the following, we divide problem (19) into two sub-problems to solve it.
A. The First Sub-problem
When we suppose that the first K − 1 tiers' RSS thresholds {T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T K−1 } are given, the objective function of problem (19) is a strictly monotonically decreasing function of T K . Thus, problem (19) can be transformed into a subproblem with a single variable:
Problem (20) has a unique solution, since the left side of the constraint is a strictly monotonically decreasing function of T K . Instead of obtaining the optimal result numerically through the binary search algorithm, we resort to a analytically tractable lower bound, which will further be shown to be tight through numerical study in Section V.
Theorem 2. Given the first K − 1 tiers' RSS thresholds {T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T K−1 }, the optimal K th tier RSS threshold has a lower bound
where C is Euler's Constant, l ∈ K and
Proof: See Appendix B.
Note that the selection of l is arbitrary since (21) takes the same value for any l ∈ K. Besides, theorem 2 also sheds light on the optimal RSS threshold design when adding a new tier to an existing HetNet.
Remark 2. Fixing per-tier BS density λ k , the lower bound of T K is an decreasing function of T k , k = 1, 2, · · · , K − 1. It confirms our intuition that when per-tier BS density is given and the first K −1 tiers' cooperative regions decrease, the K th tier cooperative region should be expanded by decreasing the value of T K .
In addition, the lower bound of T K is also an decreasing function of τ 0 , yielding the following upper bound of the minimum spatial average rate. Proposition 1. Given the first K − 1 tiers' RSS thresholds {T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T K−1 }, the minimum spatial average rate τ 0 has a maximum value τ max 0 that satisfies
Proof:
Solving this inequality gives the upper bound of τ 0 .
The above proposition indicates that when the first tiers' K − 1 cooperative regions are fixed, even if the K th tier RSS threshold tends towards zero (i.e., the K th tier cooperative region expands unboundedly), a spatial average rate τ 0 > τ max 0 cannot be achieved.
In the following, we consider two special cases where we can obtain closed-form (approximate) results of Θ l and T d K . 1) Special Case I (Two-tier HetNet): If we consider a twotier HetNet, i.e., K = 2, Θ l can be rewritten as
where j = l and j, l ∈ {1, 2}. Then we can transform (27) into a series with infinite number of terms, by applying the Taylor series expansion, as follows,
where (a) follows from swapping the order of integration and summation according to Fubini's theorem, and (b) follows from a change of variable x = ω l t 2 α l . Since the indexes l and j are interchangeable, we can let
< 1, and l = 1 otherwise. Without loss of generality, we assume that the system parameters satisfy
Consequently, we only need to take the first M terms to approximate the value of Θ 2 ,
By substituting (29) into (21), we can get a closed-form approximate result T a 2 , which satisfies the following expression:
The accuracy of this approximate result will be verified in Section V.
2) Special Case II (Equal Path Loss Exponent): When the path loss exponents of all the tiers are identical, i.e., {α k } = α, Θ l can be rewritten as
where (a) follows from [34, Lemma 1] and ω k is defined in (25) with α k = α.
By substituting (31) into (21), we have
From the closed-form result in (32), we can obtain an sight in the impact of the K th tier deployment intensity on the K th tier RSS threshold, which is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. In the case of equal path loss exponent, given the first K − 1 tiers' RSS thresholds and deployment intensities, when
x, x > 0 0, x 0 and G 1 , G 2 are given by
Proof: See Appendix C. Note that Proposition 2 reveals an interesting phenomenon: When the K th tier deployment intensity is sufficiently large, increasing λ K leads to a larger K th tier cooperative region; on the other hand, when the K th tier deployment intensity is sufficiently small, increasing λ K leads to a smaller K th tier cooperative region.
B. The Second Sub-problem
According to Theorem 2, by substituting (21) into the objective function of the problem (19) and applying some algebraic manipulations, we can formulate the second subproblem (36) , where the constraint exists because only when
A general result of the optimal RSS thresholds {T * k } is given as follows.
Theorem 3. In order to minimize the intra-cluster power consumption while satisfying the minimum spatial average rate requirement τ 0 , the optimal K tiers' RSS thresholds {T * k } satisfy the following expressions:
Specially, when {α k } = α, a closed-form expression of {T * k } is given by
(39)
Proof: See Appendix D.
Note that the design of the optimal k th RSS threshold jointly depends on multiple system parameters, including deployment density λ k , average power consumption per BS P k,in , backhaul power overhead P bh and path loss exponent α k . Besides, from (37) and (39), we observe that T * k decreases with τ 0 . It is intuitive that when the minimum spatial average rate becomes higher, more BSs should participate in the cooperative transmission.
Furthermore, from (66) in Appendix D, the ratio of any two tiers' optimal RSS thresholds satisfies
where P k,in is defined in (4). That is, this ratio only depends on the power parameters of these two tiers. Accordingly, we can obtain an insightful observation that when the minimum spatial average rate τ 0 increases, the most energy-efficient way to satisfy this rate requirement is to decrease each tier's RSS threshold T k proportionally. On the contrary, adjusting only one tier's RSS threshold is always suboptimal in terms of energy saving, even if the power consumption per BS in this tier is low.
Remark 3.
Since (37) is a polynomial equation, a simple binary search method or iterative method can be applied to compute the optimal result numerically. Meanwhile, due to the relationship of any two tiers' optimal RSS thresholds in (40), we just need to compute one nonlinear equation, which further reduces the complexity.
By substituting the optimal RSS thresholds {T * k } into the objective function of problem (19) , the minimum intra-cluster power consumption of our proposed clustering model can be obtained.
To demonstrate that our proposed clustering model is more energy-saving than other clustering models, we consider another user-centric clustering model in [29] where the set of cooperative BSs from the k th tier is defined as
at origin with a radius R k . We call it a geometric clustering model because the cooperative set is only determined by the Euclidean distances between BSs and users.
Before we show the minimum intra-cluster power consumption of the geometric clustering model, we need to derive the optimal cooperative radii following a similar process to that of our proposed clustering model. We omit the derivation and give the result in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Assume that the fading coefficient
). In order to minimize the intra-cluster power consumption while satisfying the minimum spatial average rate requirement τ 0 under the geometric clustering model, the optimal K tiers' cooperative radii {R * k } satisfy the following expressions:
where l ∈ K and
By substituting the optimal cooperative radii {R * k } into the power consumption expression
we can obtain the minimum intra-cluster power consumption of the geometric clustering model. As a result, the comparison of our proposed clustering model and geometric clustering model is presented in next section.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results to validate our analysis and evaluate the energy saving performance under the proposed clustering model. For clarity, we restrict our presented results to an interference-limited two-tier HetNet. For illustration, we assume that this two-tier HetNet consists of macro and pico BSs. Unless otherwise stated, the simulation parameters are presented in Table I where the power parameters are chosen according to [35] .
In the Monte Carlo simulations, we choose a large spatial window, which is a square of 10km × 10km, and generate two independent PPPs with their respective intensities. For every realization, the fading coefficient Ψ k.i for each selected BS is independently generated according to exp(1), i.e., exponentially distributed random variable with unit mean, and the instantaneous ergodic rate is obtained via (7) . The final simulation results are obtained by averaging 10000 independent realizations.
A. Validation of Theorem 1 Fig. 2 shows the spatial average rate of a typical user as a function of macro tier and pico tier mean cooperative radii. Note that since the mean cooperative radii {R k } and RSS thresholds {T k } are interchangeable according to (3), here we use {R k } as tunable parameters instead of {T k } for a better understanding. Compared with simulation results, the analytical integrations, i.e. Eq. (8) can be computed more efficiently and its accuracy is verified by simulations. It can be seen that the spatial average rate increases with both tiers' mean cooperative radii R 1 and R 2 , since larger cooperative regions lead to higher useful signal strength and lower interference power. Besides, when the pico tier mean cooperative radius R 2 becomes sufficiently large, the increase of spatial average rate becomes more marginal. This is because the average signal strength from the pico BSs in a long distance, in general, is weak, and the impact of those distant pico BSs on spatial average rate can be neglected.
To elucidate the trade-off between the power consumption and spatial average rate, we define the energy efficiency as EE = τ P cl (see (5) and (8) for the expression of EE). Fig. 3 shows the effect of macro tier and pico tier mean cooperative radii on energy efficiency. It can be seen that for a fixed R 1 , there exists an optimal value R * 2 which maximizes the energy efficiency; meanwhile, this optimal value R * 2 increases with R 1 . This result gives us an insight in designing appropriate mean cooperative radii or RSS thresholds from the perspective of energy efficiency directly.
Furthermore, we can see that energy efficiency increases as the macro tier mean cooperative radius decreases. This can be explained as follows: Compared with the positive impact on energy efficiency that more macro BSs will improve spatial average rate, the negative impact on energy efficiency that more macro BSs will increase power consumption becomes more significant. In this figure, for example, R 1 = 50, R 2 = 40 is the best choice in terms of energy efficiency, but the spatial average rate for the case of R 1 = 50, R 2 = 40 will be very small and may not satisfy the ever-increasing rate requirement. Therefore, we should consider the tradeoff between spatial average rate and energy efficiency in a practical scenario.
B. Tightness of Theorem 2
Note that we have developed the lower bound of the optimal K th tier RSS threshold by fixing the first K − 1 tiers' RSS thresholds in Theorem 2. It is important to see how tight the lower bound is. In the following, the lower bound is calculated directly according to Theorem 2 where Θ 2 (l = 2) is calculated via (24) . The optimal value is obtained from a binary search algorithm for (8) . Also, since this is the case for K = 2 (i.e., a two-tier HetNet) and the parameter settings satisfy that
< 1, a closed-form approximate value can be given by (30) where Θ 2 is calculated according to (29) with M = 2. Fig. 4 shows the optimal pico tier RSS threshold as a function of minimum spatial average rate, given a fixed value of the macro tier mean cooperative radius, i.e. R 1 = 500. First, it can be seen that the lower bound is close to the optimal value and their gap decreases as τ 0 increases. Since the value of τ 0 becomes increasingly large with the ever-increasing high traffic demand, this gap will be acceptable. Furthermore, we see that the approximate value is as accurate as the lower bound, which verifies the effectiveness of our approximation in the case of a two-tier HetNet. Namely, in a two-tier HetNet, we can effectively substitute the lower bound by the closedform approximate value without losing accuracy. Fig. 5 shows the optimal pico tier RSS threshold as a function of the macro tier mean cooperative radius, given a fixed value of minimum spatial average rate, i.e. τ 0 = 4. We can see that the gap between the lower bound and the optimal value is very small. When we have R 1 = 300, for instance, the gap is about 0.13 dB. More intuitively, if we consider the gap from the perspective of the optimal pico tier mean cooperative radius according to (3) equivalently, the gap is about 1.3 meters, which lies within the tolerable range. Therefore, the observations above verify the effectiveness of the lower bound. Besides, similar to Fig. 4 , the approximate value also matches the lower bound well, which further confirms the effectiveness of the approximation in a two-tier HetNet.
C. Intra-cluster Power Consumption Fig. 6 shows the minimum intra-cluster power consumption varies with the minimum spatial average rate τ 0 , where we assume that the fading coefficient Ψ k ∼ exp(
). The curve "RSS Clustering" represents our proposed clustering model, and the curve "Geometric Clustering" represents geometric clustering model. It can be seen that when the channel gain increases or minimum spatial average rate decreases, the minimum intra-cluster power consumption decreases, which confirms our intuition.
Furthermore, the minimum intra-cluster power consumption of our proposed clustering model is less than that of the geometric clustering model, and this energy-saving advantage 
of our proposed clustering model becomes more significant as the channel gain of pico tier increases. Particularly, when we set the minimum spatial average rate to be 3.5 nats/s/Hz, the minimum intra-cluster power consumption of our proposed clustering model can be reduced by about 21.5% and 38.3% when µ 2 = 1 and µ 2 = 2, respectively. This clearly demonstrate the advantage of our proposed clustering model beyond the geometric policy. Clearly, if the channel between a nearby BS and the typical user is in a deep fading, information cannot be sent reliably over that link. Hence, this nearby BS will most probably not be considered as a serving cooperative BS. However, the geometric clustering model does not take the impact of the fading into account.
Besides, Fig. 7 shows the minimum intra-cluster power consumption under our proposed clustering model in a twotier HetNet vs. in a homogeneous network consisting of macro BSs alone. We see that as the macro tier path loss exponent α 1 increases, the intra-cluster power consumption in both cases decreases, and the influence of α 1 in the homogeneous network is much more significant. This can be explained since the interference strength becomes smaller with the increase of macro tier path loss exponent, and thus we need fewer cooperative BSs to meet the minimum spatial average rate requirement. Furthermore, this figure shows that compared with a homogeneous network consisting of macro BSs alone, the extra deployment of pico BSs is significantly more energysaving. Particularly, when we set the minimum spatial average rate to be 3.5 nats/s/Hz, the minimum intra-cluster power consumption of a two-tier HetNet can be reduced by about 86.3% and 84.3% when α 1 = 4.5 and α 1 = 5.0, respectively. Therefore, it verifies the effectiveness of deploying the HetNets under the proposed clustering model from the perspective of energy saving.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered BS cooperation in the downlink HetNets where BSs from different tiers within the respective cooperative clusters jointly transmit the same data to a typical user. A user-centric clustering model, based on tier-specific RSS threshold, was proposed. We derived the spatial average rate expression for a typical user located at the center of a cooperative cluster. Furthermore, we formulated a power minimization problem with a minimum spatial average rate constraint and derived its approximate solution which was shown to be highly accurate by simulations. Building upon these results, we effectively addressed the problem of how to design appropriate RSS thresholds, taking into account the trade-off between spatial average rate and energy efficiency. Simulations showed that our proposed clustering model is more energy-saving compared to the geometric clustering model, and the extra deployment of pico BSs is significantly more energy-saving compared to the traditional macro-only network. Note that we have not considered the detailed selection procedure and its implementation complexity involved in the user-centric clustering model, but future work on this topic is needed.
APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 1
According to the definition of the k th tier cooperative set, N k can be denoted as
where 1 {·} is an indicator function. The mean value of N k can be written as
where (a) follows from the Campbell's theorem [30] .
B. Proof of Theorem 2
From (16), we have
where the inequality follows from the fact that 1 − e −x x, ∀x 0. Note that the gap between two sides of this inequality diminishes when the value of x becomes smaller. As a result, when T k becomes smaller, the inequality in (49) becomes tighter.
Then by substituting (49) into (8) (letting σ 2 = 0), we can give an approximated lower bound of the spatial average rate as
Before deriving the lower bound of the optimal K th RSS threshold, we first introduce a useful lemma [36] , Lemma 3. Assume that p > 0, q > 0, then
where C is Euler's Constant. 
where l ∈ K, (a) follows from the definition of Θ l in (24) 
